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Zalando and Rocket Internet 2013: Introduction

Is Zalando the better Asos?
 

Zalando is the fastest growing business in the retail sector 
currently and striking fear in the hearts of its competitors. 
Arguably if one started a retail company from scratch today, one 
would design a business such as Zalando, a pureplay whose balance 
sheet is not loaded with a costly store estate and where much of the 
decision making is as data driven as possible.

No German start up has grown as rapidly since the day 
of the dot com hype as Zalando, none has received so much 
investment and seed capital, more than €600.0m to 2012. Zalando 
could become the first Samwer backed start up that will float on the 
stock exchange. No brand image has been pushed as aggressively in 
such a short time frame as Zalando’s, helping the pureplay to brand 
recognition values unheard of for a 4 year old company. 95% of all 
German consumers feel familiar with Zalando, this is on a par with 
Daimler Benz, which has a history of 125 years behind it, a tried and 
tested business model and product and global recognition.

That said, so far and probably not surprisingly, since the 
company was only founded in 2008, the business model is 
not proven. The company is still loss-making, something Zalando 
shares in common with many other online retailers in their start up 
phase. And to be fair most companies in the online sector have 
taken between 5-8 years before they reported their first meaningful 
profits.

The company and business model is an unashamed copy 
of the US retailer Zappos, the US pureplayer who made online 
footwear retailing work and has been part of Amazon for a couple 
of years now. That said, Zalando seems to have copied none of the 
quirkiness and the great values of the original around the working 
culture or customer focus.

The Samwer brothers, the most notorious and also most 
successful start up entrepreneurs in the EU are behind the 
venture through their Rocket Internet incubator. For the 
company builder Rocket launching new businesses is all about copy 
and paste and all about execution. Arguably there is no innovation 
as such – only models that are tried and tested elsewhere receive 
funding and seed capital and are then rolled out aggressively. As 
there is no patent on business models, this approach works – even 
in, arguably, risk averse Europe.
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What are Zalando’s KPIs? Where are the other Zalando clones •	
(Dafiti, Jabong, Lamoda, Zalora etc) in terms of sales and profits? 
What are the costs of returns for Zalando?

What are the major opportunities for Zalando? Private labels? •	
Logistics? What is the advertising and marketing strategy? Is all 
the value in Zalando in IT?

Who are the major competitors in the UK, France, China, India? •	
Have Zalando had to seriously compete with an online pureplay 
yet, or are they just evading strong players? What are the major 
threats? Will there be a copycat copying the copycat?

What can the company do about the returns rate? What is •	
driving this high rate? It is not open invoice, though this certainly 
contributes. 

When will Zalando float on the stock exchange?•	

Rocket Internet
How fast are the Samwers in rolling out new businesses? Can •	
they launch a completely new venture in a new market in under 
a month?

Why is it so important for the Samwers to be the market leader •	
in any given territory? Are 50-80% market shares realistic and 
obtainable?

Will emerging markets turn out to be a gold mine or the demise •	
of Rocket Internet? Who is right about the online potential of 
emerging markets, Bezos or the Samwers?

Are the Samwers benefiting from a German reputation as being •	
detail obsessed and excellent at business model execution or is 
this just hype? Is a copy and paste business empire an innovation 
in itself?

Will the whole Rocket Internet empire prove to have created •	
long lasting sustainable businesses and value in future or is it 
only a vehicle to make a few early investors and the Samwers 
very rich?

What are the 7 major threats for Rocket Internet? Why has the •	
company such a complex relationship with Silicon Valley? And 
why is there no Silicon valley in the EU?

KEY QUESTIONS ANSWERED



FEATURES AND BENEFITS

FEATURES

Data on Zalando and Rocket Internet businesses from public and confidential investor •	
sources, as published in the German media, from COGS to profits

In depth analysis of strategy and modus operandi of the Samwers, giving insights into •	
what is going to happen next with Zalando and the other clothing e-retailers launched 
by Rocket across the globe

Deep dive analysis of the specific German context the business operates in, in regards to •	
the market, the logistics set up, return rates, payment options and suggested solutions 
how to tackle these problems        

In-depth analysis of Zalando’s bold chase of growth, exclusive insight into Zalando’s •	
unique business model and latest evolutions from buying clubs to private label and 
luxury

BENEFITS

Understand what a massive threat the Samwers have become to established clothing •	
players both on and offline

Learn about the strengths and weaknesses in the respective business models employed •	
by Rocket Internet, find out what might work in Germany and France but not necessarily 
in India and why

Discover why speed in roll out and execution has become such a decisive asset in online •	
retailing, why data driven decision making feeds the online boom further and why 
marketing is so crucial to the success of online clothing retailing

Appreciate the benefits of a business strategy that relies on copy and paste rather than •	
genuine innovation and how to minimise risk in an expansion strategy

For fashion producers: clothing manufacturers are given the necessary tools to assess •	
the real size of Zalando’s operations and decide whether it makes sense to partner up 
and to launch new product developments such as private labels with the pureplay

For clothing retailers: the report provides competitive analysis into strengths, weaknesses, •	
opportunities and threats of Zalando and Zalando equivalents in emerging markets by 
providing hard, difficult to obtain data and in depth insight

Benchmark your performance against the fastest growing clothing retailer•	
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Return quotas in footwear and clothing are much higher than in 

other online sectors, as �t and feel are signi�cant factors in clothing 

and footwear. The issue becomes problematic for a fashion player, when 

shoppers order a T-shirt in different sizes, styles and colours and only keep the 

ones that �t and return the rest. In most cases the retailer needs to reimburse 

customers in full, even though the most common problem with returns is that 

clothes and even shoes have been tried out and worn. However according to 

the law, shoppers have the right to do exactly this i.e. try out clothing.

According to the law there is a threshold of €40, over which retailers have to 

pay the shipping costs for returns (not below). That said, many retailers are 

waiving this and have built free returns into the business model, as Zalando 

has. Returns, just within Germany, can cost between €7.5 and €10.0 

Returns: the EU consumer rights directive, little change expected, the costs per parcel

Chart 2

per item. Around 70% of the costs are coming from quality control and re-

commissioning into the warehouses, only 30% are due to postage. Returns 

to the German Zalando warehouses from abroad will incur higher 

costs.

The EU consumer rights directive will probably not change much 

in this respect, when it comes into force at the end of 2013, when 

consumers will have to pay the return shipping themselves. As a certain 

standard around free shipping and returns has been established, any retailer 

starting to charge for postage would lose many of its customers to the 

competition.
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The company is outstanding in marketing (see for example the video above), 
building brand awareness and generating sales leads from these activities. 
Once customers have been acquired - most often through TV advertising, as 
this still generates the best response rates and widest reach, the next step 
involves extending the customer life time value. 

Zalando does this by making excellent use of customer data and also by 
tracking the success and KPIs of every single advertising and email campaign, 
algorithm driven recommendation, SEOs and click through rates, any 
customer interaction (from payment to returns and so on) to make sure that 
any lead gets exploited as much as possible.

As the Samwers have the necessary �nancial muscle, they can milk the yield 
curve generated by their huge upfront marketing expenditure: the higher the 
initial investment, the higher the buzz created, the longer the tail on which 
their investment pays off. Once an awareness campaign reaches its peak, it 
will then naturally level off at a a certain threshold, the goal is to reach the 
highest peak possible to raise the payback levels over time accordingly.

Zalando: the marketing strategy

Watch the video: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XHpWoAmVQm8
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